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Metallicity and its low-temperature behavior in dilute two-dimensional carrier systems

S. Das Sarma and E. H. Hwang
Condensed Matter Theory Center, Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742-4111, US

~Received 17 November 2003; published 18 May 2004!

We theoretically consider the temperature-dependent and density dependent transport properties of
semiconductor-based two-dimensional~2D! carrier systems within the RPA-Boltzmann~RPA, random-phase
approximation! transport theory, taking into account realistic screened charged impurity scattering in the
semiconductor. We derive a leading behavior in the transport property, which is exact in the strict 2D approxi-
mation and provides a zeroth-order explanation for the strength of metallicity in various 2D carrier systems. By
carefully comparing the calculated full nonlinear temperature dependence of electronic resistivity at low
temperatures with the corresponding asymptotic analytic form obtained in theT/TF→0 limit, both within the
RPA screened charged impurity scattering theory, we critically discuss the applicability of the linear
temperature-dependent correction to the low-temperature resistivity in 2D semiconductor structures. We find
quite generally that for charged ionized impurity scattering screened by the electronic dielectric function
~within RPA or its suitable generalizations including local-field corrections!, the resistivity obeys the
asymptotic linear form only in the extreme low-temperature limit ofT/TF<0.05. We point out the experimen-
tal implications of our findings and discuss in the context of the screening theory the relative strengths of
metallicity in different 2D systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of attention has recently been focused on
temperature dependence of carrier@both electrons and holes
depending on whether the two-dimensional~2D! system isn
doped orp doped—in this paper the terminology ‘‘electron
or ‘‘electronic’’ generically refers to electrons or holes d
pending on the 2D system being considered# resistivityr(T)
at low temperatures~and densities!, following the pioneering
experimental report by Kravchenko and collaborators1 that
the measured low temperaturer(T) shows very strong ‘‘me-
tallic’’ temperature dependence@i.e.,r(T) increasing withT]
at some intermediate densities~the so-called metallic or the
2D ‘‘metal’’ phase! eventually making a transition to
strongly insulating state at low carrier densities (n). @At high
electron densities r(T) shows weak temperatur
dependence2 similar to 3D metals.# In particular,r(T) could
increase by as much as a factor of 3 in 2D Si metal-oxi
semiconductor field-effect transistor~MOSFET’s! ~for n
;1011 cm22) as temperature changes from 50 mK to a f
kelvin.1,3 While this metallicity @in this paper ‘‘metallicity’’
or ‘‘metallic behavior’’ will exclusively signify the unusually
strongT dependence ofr(T) in the metallic phase above th
critical density at which the system makes a transition to
manifestly insulating phase# is by far the strongest inn-Si
MOSFET 2D structures, the phenomenon has by now b
observed~with large quantitative variations in the strength
the metallicity! in essentially all the existing low density 2D
semiconductor systems4–11 such asp-GaAs,p- and n-SiGe,
Si on sapphire~SOS!, n-GaAs, n-AlAs, etc. Our work@we
concentrate here onn-Si metal-oxide-semiconductor~MOS!,
p-GaAs, andn-GaAs, as representative 2D systems# pre-
sented in this paper deals with the currently controver
issue of understanding this metallicity from a theoretical p
spective. In particular, we use a conventional Fermi-liq
theory approach in explaining the strong temperature dep
0163-1829/2004/69~19!/195305~15!/$22.50 69 1953
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dence of r(T) in the metallic phase. We use the we
established RPA-Boltzmann transport theory for calculat
r(T) for 2D carrier systems, taking into account resisti
scattering of the carriers by RPA-screened charged impu
random potential. The basic physical picture is that o
strongly temperature-dependent effective disorder seen
the 2D electrons at low carrier densities due to t
temperature-dependent screening of charged impurity s
tering which gives rise to the dominant resistive mechan
in semiconductors at low temperatures. We have earlier
tained qualitative agreement with experimental low dens
r(T) measured in Si-MOS,12 p-GaAs,13 SiGe,14 Si-MOS
with substrate bias,15 andn-GaAs 2D structures16 using this
microscopic screening theory approach. For higher car
densities, however, this screening theory is known18 to pro-
vide an excellent quantitative description of 2D carrier tra
port.

In this paper we consider, motivated by recent theoret
and experimental development, the leading-order temp
ture dependence of the 2D metallic resistivity in the lo
temperature,T/TF→0, limit ~where TF5EF /kB}n is the
2D Fermi temperature!, and provide a qualitative explanatio
for the relative strength of metallicity in various 2D system
Such a unifying qualitative explanation for the relative m
tallicity strengths in different materials has so far been la
ing in the literature. The 2D metallic phase is unusual in
sense that the usual 3D metals do not exhibit stron
temperature-dependent resistivity~unless of course there is
superconducting transition, not relevant for our consid
ation! at low temperatures (T,5 K), the so-called Bloch-
Grüneisen regime where acoustic phonon scattering~the
main mechanism contributing to the temperature depende
of resistivity in bulk metals! essentially freezes out. Althoug
phonon scattering plays a subtle~albeit secondary! role13 in
the metallic behavior of GaAs-based~both electron and hole!
2D systems, theoretical calculations17,13,16definitively show
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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phonon scattering to be of little significance in the observ
low-temperature (<1 K) 2D metallicity—in fact, in Si
MOS-based 2D electron systems, where the 2D metallicit
most pronounced~and first observed!, phonon scattering
plays no roles whatsoever inr(T) for the experimentally
relevant regime ofT,5 K. Phonon-scattering effects, whic
we have considered elsewhere17,13,16 in providing an expla-
nation for the observed nonmonotonicity inr(T) at interme-
diate temperatures (T;1 –5 K) in 2D n- and p-GaAs sys-
tems, are not included in the current work since the focus
this paper is the behavior ofr(T) as T/TF→0 where
phonons surely play no roles. We consider only disor
scattering due to random charged impurities~and surface
roughness scattering, cf. Sec. V! in this work.

The strong temperature-dependent metallic resistivity
low-density 2D systems arise, in our view, from an interp
in the disorder scattering between finite temperature~or, even
‘‘high’’ temperature in the sense thatT/TF;n21 is not nec-
essarily small as it is in 3D metals and could actually be
order unity in low-density 2D systems forT;1 K) and den-
sity dependent 2D screening properties as reflected in
dimensionless parameterqTF/2kF;n21/2, whereqTF andkF
are, respectively, the 2D Thomas-Fermi screening wave
tor and the Fermi wave vector.18 The fundamental difference
between the semiconductor-based 2D metals of interest t
in this paper and the usual 3D metals is the great discrepa
in the magnitudes ofT/TF andqTF/2kF in the two systems:
In 3D metals T/TF;1024 for T;1 K whereas T/TF
;0.1–1 in 2D semiconductor systems, andqTF/2kF'1 in
3D metals whereasqTF/2kF varies between 0.1 and 20 a
carrier density is changed in the 2D systems. In addit
static screening has qualitatively different wave-vector
pendence in 2D and 3D systems, leading to the obse
strong metallicity in various 2D systems. In 3D metals t
low-temperature resistivity arises almost entirely fro
temperature-independent short-range disorder scatte
which leads to exponentially suppressed,O(e2T/TF), tem-
perature dependence in the resistivity, and any residual s
temperature dependence inr(T) is contributed by phonon
scattering@which produces the well-known Bloch-Gru¨neisen
behavior, r(T)'r01AT5, where the temperature
independent contributionr0 arises from short-range disorde
scattering whereas the very weak temperature depend
characterized by the second term arises from highly s
pressed phonon scattering at low temperatures#. By contrast,
low-temperature transport~neglecting weak-localization ef
fects! in 2D metallic systems of interest to us is dominat
mostly by screened disordered scattering@i.e., r(T)5r0
1nr(T) with bothr0 andnr being determined essentiall
by disorder forT<5 K], which can be strongly temperatur
dependent at low densities by virtue of large possible val
of the relevant parametersT/TF (;1) and qTF/2kF
(;10–20) at low densities and temperatures in 2D semic
ductor structures. All localization~as well as interaction ef
fects beyond RPA! effects are ignored2 in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discus
scaling property~see Appendix for the theory! of the Boltz-
mann theory resistivity within the RPA screened charged
purity scattering model, which provides a zeroth-order qu
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tative explanation for the strength of the transport metallic
in 2D carrier systems. In Sec. III we discuss the asympto
low-temperature (T/TF→0) behavior of the calculated resis
tivity in the RPA-Boltzmann model comparing it quantita
tively with the full temperature-dependent resistivity~in the
same model! in order to estimate the regime of validity of th
leading-order temperature expansion of resistivity. In Sec.
we consider the various solid-state physics effects~e.g., the
quasi-2D nature of the semiconductor layer, the long-ran
or the short-range nature of thebare scattering potential! on
the 2D transport properties. In Sec. V we provide a criti
comparison between our realistic~but theoretically approxi-
mate! RPA-Boltzmann 2D transport theory and a set of
cent experimental results in Si inversion layer, conclud
that our theory, without any adjustment of parameters and
ad hoc theoretical refinement, describes well the observ
experimental temperature dependence down to a carrier
sity of about 531011 cm22—for lower densities the agree
ment between experiment and theory is at best qualita
with the actual temperature dependence ofr(T) being stron-
ger than the calculatedr(T). We conclude in Sec. VI with a
discussion of the implications of our results.

II. DENSITY-TEMPERATURE „q0 ,t… SCALING OF
METALLICITY

In the RPA-Boltzmann theory~cf. Appendix! the dimen-
sionless r s parameter~the so-called Wigner-Seitz radius!
characterizing the electron-electron interaction strength
the 2D system doesnot play a fundamental role in determin
ing the temperature dependence ofr(T) except so far asr s
determines the dimensionless parametersT/TF ([t) and
qTF/2kF ([q0) through the carrier density. We believe th
the fundamental minimal parameters determining the zer
order 2D metallicity, i.e., the temperature dependence
r(T,n) in the putative metallic phase aret and q0. In par-
ticular, for 2D systems it is easy to show thatq0

5gv
3/2r s /A2 andt5(kBT/Ry)(gv/2)r s

2 , wheregv is the val-
ley degeneracy of the relevant semiconductor material@gv
52 for Si~100!-MOS structures,gv51 for p- and n-GaAs
systems#, r s5(pn)21/2/aB is the usual dimensionles
Wigner-Seitz density~or interaction! parameter withaB
5k\2/me2 as the effective semiconductor Bohr radiusk
andm are the background dielectric constant and the car
effective mass, respectively!, and Ry5e2/(2kaB) is the
natural atomic energy unit~effective Rydberg! for the semi-
conductor. We find that the existing experimental data for
metallicity in various 2D semiconductor systems appro
mately obeys the two-parameter scaling behav
nr(T,n)/r0;F(t,q0), whereF is a smooth and approxi
mately universal function ofq0 and t for all 2D metallic
systems, as implied by the screening theory. In particula
direct consequence of this theoretical prediction is that
temperature dependence ofr(T) should correlate with the
parameterq0 in different materials when expressed in term
of the dimensionless temperaturet. ~We note that the func-
tional dependence ofq0;gv

3/2r s is not only different from the
dimensionless density parameterr s , but also from the di-
mensionless ratio of the Fermi energy to the Coulomb ene
5-2
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METALLICITY AND ITS LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 195305 ~2004!
in the system which goes asgvr s .) Theoretical details and
the equations for our 2D RPA-Boltzmann theory are given
the Appendix of this paper where we derive this scaling la
We note that the scaling behaviornr/r0;F(t,q0), with t
5T/TF andq05qTF/2kF , derived in this paper isexactfor
RPA screened charged impurity scattering in the ideal
limit in contrast to various other scaling behaviors~e.g.,
Refs. 12, 13, and 15! discussed earlier in the literature whic
are all approximate scaling behavior valid only in limite
range of parameters.

This zeroth-order functional dependence ont and q0 ,
nr(T,n)[nr(t,q0), in fact, provides a minimal explana
tion for the observed strong variation in the 2D metallic
not only for various densities in the same material but
different materials at equivalent densities—for example,
MOSFET based 2D electron systems manifest much stro
metallicity compared withp-GaAs orn-GaAs based 2D sys
tems even at the samer s value becausegv52 ~1! in Si
~GaAs!. Taking r s to be the critical parameter determinin
metallicity fails to explain why the 2Dp-GaAs system shows
weaker metallic behavior, even though it typically has mu
largerr s values (r s;15–40) than the Si system. The scree
ing theory provides a simple explanation for this observat
by virtue of q0 being larger~by a large factor ofA8) in Si
than in GaAs for the samer s value. Thus, Si MOSFET 2D
metallicity atr s510 should be approximately comparable
a GaAs 2D metallicity atr s510A8'28 when expressed as
function of the dimensionless temperature variablet
5T/TF . This predicted correspondence in the relative m
tallicity in terms of q0 and t is consistent with the experi
mental observations in these systems. We emphasize,
ever, that this correspondence is expected to work only o
zeroth-order qualitative level and should not, by any mea
be construed as a precise quantitative prediction. This is
cussed with theoretical details in the Appendix. For exam
the form factor effects associated with the quasi-2D subb
quantization do not scale with the density parameterq0, and
will necessarily affect different systems in different mann
since the associated effective masses, the dielectric
stants, the depletion charge densities, and the confinem
potentials, which together determine the form-factor, are
ferent in different systems. Similarly, the bare~i.e., un-
screened! disorder will certainly depend on the system var
ing qualitatively among different systems and materia
which could lead to substantial quantitative deviations fr
our predictedr(q0 ,t) scaling based on the temperatur
dependent screening argument. For example, in Si M
FET’s transport is dominated by interface scattering—b
by long-range potential scattering due to ionized impurit
located near the Si-SiO2 interface and short-range scatterin
by interface roughness fluctuations inherent at the Si-S2
interface. In GaAs structures~both p and n), scattering by
~unintentional! background charge impurities~and less so by
remote charge dopants! dominates at the highest mobilitie
with phonon scattering being non-negligible~although small!
down toT,1 K. In addition,p-GaAs structures most likely
also have significant spin intersubband scattering within
spin-split valence bands. The nonuniversal quantitative
19530
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fects associated with subband quantization and disorder
tential make the simple two-parameter screening picture
nr(T,n) dependent only onq0 and t quantitatively inaccu-
rate, but the simple picture applies surprisingly well on
zeroth-order qualitative level as can be verified by comp
ing the experimentally observed metallicity strengths in
MOS, p-GaAs, andn-GaAs structures where the metallicit
scales approximately withq0 andt providedT is low enough
so that phonon effects could be ignored in the GaAs syst
The crucial point we are making in this paper is that stro
metallicity manifests itself in low-density 2D systems b
cause the control parametersq0}n21/2 and t}n21 are large
only for low carrier densities and not becauser s is large—
for example,n-Si MOS system andn-GaAs system show
more than an order of magnitude different metallicities
the samer s value becauseq0 andt are much larger in Si than
in n-GaAs (Dr/r0 increases by a factor of 3 in Si MOS
systems of Refs. 1 and 15 forr s>10 whereas it increase
only by about 25% in then-GaAs system of Ref. 16 forr s
>10). Within a specific materials system, however, theq0
dependence of the resistivity becomes completely equiva
to an r s dependence~sincegn is a constant for a given sys
tem, andq0[gn

3/2r s /A2) as one would expect—it is only in
comparing different systems~e.g., Si and GaAs! that q0 and
r s dependence are not equivalent.

In Fig. 1 we show our calculatedr(T,n), depicted in
terms of the dimensionless variablesq0 and t, for a strictly
2D system using Si MOS parameters~e.g., effective mass
dielectric constant, etc.! and assuming the disorder scatteri
to be entirely due to finite temperature RPA-screen
charged impurity scattering. Results shown in Fig. 1 dem
strate the importance of the dimensionless screening pa
eter q0(5qTF/2kF) as the relevant control parameter in d
termining the strength of metallicity in 2D systems.
particular the maximum relative change in the resistiv
nr/r0 ranges from about 40% forq055 @which corre-
sponds to a Si~100! inversion layer carrier density ofn
51131011 cm22, TF580 K] to almost 300% forq0520
~corresponding ton5731010 cm22, TF55 K) as t[T/TF
changes from 0 to 1 in Fig. 1. Therefore, the RPA results
Fig. 1 indicate an increase of resistivity by about 10% a

FIG. 1. CalculatedDr5r(T,n)2r0, wherer05r(T50), for
variousq05qTF/2kF55, 10, 15, 20~from the bottom! as a function
of t5T/TF for Si MOSFET. The solid~dashed! lines indicate resis-
tivities from interface~bulk! charged impurities.
5-3
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300%, respectively, for carrier densities 1.131012 cm22 and
731010 cm22 in Si MOSFET’s for a change inT of 0 –5 K,
assuming that the system remains metallic. It should
noted that the maximum innr/r0 shifts to higher values o
t (5T/TF) for higher ~lower! values ofqTF/2kF (n), and
phonon effects~ignored in our consideration! will play in-
creasingly important quantitative role in the temperatu
dependent resistivity forT.5 K. These two facts togethe
make the metallic behavior relatively even more importan
lower densities, or equivalently, higher values ofq0.

A comparison between solid and dashed lines in Fig
shows the quantitative importance of the nature of impu
scattering in determining the temperature dependence o
sistivity: in general, charged impurities randomly distribut
in the 2D layer itself~bulk disorder shown by dashed lines
Fig. 1! lead to stronger temperature dependence than in
face disorder~solid lines! associated with charged impuritie
distributed randomly at the semiconductor-insulator int
face. This is precisely what is expected since screening
fects should be the strongest when charged impurities
the carriers are distributed in the same region of space
no spatial separation. It may also be worthwhile to ment
in the context of Fig. 1 that the experimental Si inversi
layer systems1,3 manifesting the most dramatic metallicit
~i.e., large changes innr/r0 as a function of temperature!
typically haven<1011 cm22 corresponding toq0;15–20 in
Fig. 1, thereby showing a relative temperature depend
change in resistivity of about 100–300 % asT/TF varies
from zero to 0.5. Thus the results in Fig. 1 are in reasona
qualitative agreement with experimental results as we h
emphasized elsewhere.12 Scattering mechanism not include
in the theory~e.g., surface-roughness scattering! and higher-
order interaction effects will certainly modify the quantit
tive details of the results, but it is gratifying to see tha
zeroth-order Boltzmann transport theory including only R
screened charged impurity scattering provides a reason
qualitative description of the observed metallicity.

In Fig. 2 we show the calculatednr/r0 for three different
2D systems for a comparison of their metallicity:~100! n-Si
inversion layer,p-GaAs heterostructure, andn-GaAs hetero-
structure. We have shown the results for the same value
carrier density,r s parameter, andq0(5qTF/2kF) parameter in
order to emphasize the importance of the dimension
screening parameterq0 in determining the temperature de
pendence. As emphasized above, for the same values o
rier density @see inset~a!#, the metallicity is the stronges
~weakest! in the Si (n-GaAs! system with thep-GaAs system
being intermediate. For the same value ofr s parameter@see
inset ~b!# the metallicity depends strongly on the valley d
generacy, but weakly on the other parameters. The mas
the carrier dose not change the metallicity for the samer s
parameter, which gives exactly the same resistivity beha
for p-GaAs andn-GaAs if we use the same material para
eters except mass. In the main figure we show the metalli
for equivalentq0515 parameter values in all three system
The thin solid line shows that the temperature dependenc
scaled perfectly for the pure 2D systems, as proven in
Appendix. For quasi-2D systems, however, the scaled re
tivity expressed as a function of dimensionless tempera
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t5T/TF is approximately similar in the three systems wit
out perfect scaling. The deviation of scaling is mostly due
form factor effects. Since the electron effective mass
n-GaAs is small (m50.067me), extremely low values of
carrier density are required in 2Dn-GaAs systems for ob-
serving appreciable screening-induced temperature de
dence as has been recently reported in Ref. 16.

III. LOW-TEMPERATURE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

Since the behavior ofnr(T,n) for finite T is necessarily
nonuniversal for reasons discussed above, recent atten
has focused on the very low-temperature behavior ofr(T) in
the t5T/TF→0 limit. In particular, it was realized a long
time ago19,20 that nr(T,n) derived from the Boltzmann
theory within the relaxation-time approximation for RP
screened disorder scattering has the following expansio
2D systems:

nr~T,n!/r0'C1t1C3/2t
3/21••• ~1!

in the asymptotict→0 regime. The coefficientsC1 andC3/2
were first ~but incorrectly! calculated by Gold and
Dolgopolov.20 We have recalculatedC1 and C3/2, and find
the original results in Ref. 20 to be incorrect. We calcula
the correct coefficients~for RPA screening! to be:

C152~111/q0f !21, ~2a!

C3/252.646~111/q0f !22, ~2b!

whereq05qTF/2kF ~as defined above! and f [ f (2kF) is the
appropriate quasi-2D subband form-factor at the wave ve
2kF ~in generalf <1 with the strictly 2D limit beingf 51,
see Appendix!. Our calculatedC1 agrees~in the strictly 2D
limit of f 51) with the recent~Hartree! result given in Ref.
21 and disagree with that of Ref. 20 whose incorrectly c
culatedC1 is larger by a factor of 2 ln 2~i.e., about 40%
higher!. Our calculatedC3/2'2.65 is 28% smaller in magni

FIG. 2. The main figure shows the scaled resistivity as a fu
tion of t5T/TF for Si-MOSFET,p-GaAs, andn-GaAs with a fixed
q0515. For pure 2D system the calculated resistivities yield perf
scaling for all systems~thin solid line!. Thick lines show the scaling
for quasi-2D systems. In inset~a! the comparison of the metallicity
for fixed densityn51011 cm22 is given as a function of a tempera
ture. In inset~b! we show the change of resistivity for fixed value
r s58 as a function oft5T/TF .
5-4
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tude than the incorrect value ('3.4) quoted in Ref. 20. We
note that the errors in Ref. 20 led to a large overestimate
the asymptotic temperature dependence ofr(T) in the Gold-
Dolgopolov formula,20 which we now correct. An importan
recent theoretical development in the subject has been
demonstration by Zalaet al.21 that the leading-order linea
result given in Eq.~1!, in fact, survives~albeit with C1 re-
placed by an unknown Fermi-liquid parameter! inclusion of
higher-order electron-electron interaction terms in the the
of which screening is only one particular aspect. In parti
lar, the leading-order temperature dependence in the inte
tion theory of Zalaet al.contains theC1 term of our Eqs.~1!
and ~2! as the so-called Hartree term in the language
Ref. 21.

A thorough understanding of this first-order linear term
the theory has taken on significance in view of the existe
of the Zalaet al.21 work, and even more importantly, becau
of the several recent attempts11,22,23to compare experimenta
results to the interaction theory. The interaction theory c
siderably extends the screening theory~through the inclusion
of higher-order interaction corrections!, but is unfortunately
constrained at this stage to only the leading order resultt,
and therefore applies only at very high~low! densities~tem-
perature! so that the constraintst!1 andnr/r0!1 are sat-
isfied. The two theories are thus complementary—the scre
ing theory being an approximate theory~because it includes
only the screening part of the electron-electron interacti!
for all t ~in fact, its accuracy improves with increasingt since
the RPA becomes exact in the classical high-tempera
limit ! whereas the interaction theory is presumably an ex
leading-order int ~within the perturbative Landau Fermi liq
uid theory scheme! theory ast→0. This obvious comple-
mentarity of these two approaches has not been empha
in the recent literature where some recent publications h
even presented the misleading and incorrect viewpoin
these two approaches as mutually exclusive competing t
ries. It is important to emphasize that the interaction theor21

by construction, applies only when the temperature corr
tion to theT50 conductivity is small, i.e., the theory of Re
21 is a leading order theory for small temperature correcti
to the T50 conductivity asT/TF→0. By definition, there-
fore, this interaction theory cannot explain the strong me
licity or the large temperature-dependent changes in the
sistivity reported in the literature. The real significance
Ref. 21 is strictly theoretical—it shows that the metallic b
havior given by Eq.~1! within the RPA-Boltzmann theory
survives higher-order electron-electron interaction corr
tions in the T/TF→0 limit @provided that the ‘‘ballistic’’
transport conditionkBT@\/t, wheret is theT50 transport
relaxation time (t5m/ne2r0), is satisfied, i.e., the tempera
ture is in the intermediate rangeTF@T@\/tkB]. We note
that the necessary condition minimally required for a co
parison between experiment and the interaction theory is
~1! the experimental conductivity must show a linear te
perature correction in the intermediate temperature reg
TF@T@\/tkB , and~2! the temperature correction to theT
50 conductivity must be small. Most experiments on 2
transport do not satisfy these necessary conditions for c
parison with the interaction theory, most particularly beca
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the measured conductivity essentially never manifests a
ear temperature dependence except at very high dens
where the RPA-Boltzmann semiclassical transport theor
quantitatively accurate.

In view of the complementary nature of these two theor
it becomes important to ask about the regime of validity
the linear approximation inherent in the interaction theo
This issue becomes particularly crucial since most of
existingr(T) data in the putative 2D metallic phase does n
follow a linear temperature dependence over any appreci
temperature regime in the lowest-temperature range~i.e.,
T/TF!1). The situation becomes more complicated with t
realization that the ‘‘strong’’ condition~the ‘‘weak’’ condi-
tion beingT!TF) for the validity of the interaction~as well
as the screening! theory is that TD!T!TF , where TD
'\/(tkB) is roughly the so-called Dingle temperature wi
t being theT50 limit of the transport relaxation time@i.e.,
t5m/(ne2r0)]. In the screening theoryTD cuts off the tem-
perature dependence of screening forT<TD ~making the
disorder to be effectively temperature independent forT
!TD) leading to a suppression in the temperature dep
dence ofr(T) whereas the interaction theory is by constru
tion a theory of ballistic transport developed in th
\/(tkBT)!1 limit ~and then theT/TF!1 limit is taken to
obtain explicit asymptotic results!. TheTD cutoff in the tem-
perature dependence ofr(T) for T<TD is extremely well-
motivated physically within the screening theory, and h
been discussed in details in the literature12,13,19as the reason
for the need of low disorder~or equivalently, high mobility
with concomitant low values ofTD) samples to observe 2D
metallicity ~low density is also required in the screenin
theory for strong metallicity so as to produce large values
T/TF at low temperatures and to makeqTF/2kF large enough
to have strong screening effect!. We will mostly ignore the
Dingle temperature effects in the theory by assumingTD
'0, but in comparing experimental data to the interact
theory the ballistic limit is an important constrain to remem
ber. In particular, in many experimental situations the co
straint\/(tkB)!T!TF necessary for the application of th
ballistic limit interaction theory may not even exist.23

To address the important question of the regime of va
ity of the asymptotic linear approximation we have carri
out a careful comparison between the linear-T approximation
@Eqs.~1! and~2!# and the full numerical calculation ofr(T)
within the RPA-Boltzmann theory.~These results are pre
sented in Figs. 3 and 4.! The important conclusion drawn
from this comparison is that the regime of validity of th
asymptotic linear formula,nr/r0;O(T/TF), is extremely
restricted, and at least for the RPA screened disorder sca
ing, the linear approximation holds only in the very low
temperature limit ofT/TF,0.05, which, in general, is not in
the ballistic regime except at very high densities where
metallicity is very weak. We therefore conclude that the lo
temperature asymptotic linear regime, while being of su
stantial theoretical interest, is not of much experimental r
evance sincenr;T only for temperatures~densities! much
too low ~high! to be of experimental interest. Our conclusio
is based on a comparison of the asymptotic analytic lineaT
formula with the full T-dependent calculation only for th
5-5
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S. DAS SARMA AND E. H. HWANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195305 ~2004!
RPA screening theory~because this is the only theory whe
both the asymptotic result and the full result can be cal
lated!, but we believe our conclusion to be quite genera
valid, and even for the interaction theory we expect the lo
T regime of validity of the linearT formula to be too re-
stricted to be of much experimental relevance. This is c
sistent with the existing experimental results where the c
ductivity is never precisely linear~at low temperatures!
essentially at any carrier densities, except perhaps at
high carrier densities where the RPA-Boltzmann the
should be quantitatively valid.

In Fig. 3 we show our calculatedr(T) for three densities
in the ~100!Si MOS 2D electron system in both the full RP
screening theory and in the asymptotic approximations ke
ing only the leading-order linear term and both theO(T) and
O(T3/2) terms in Eq.~1!. We have assumed scattering from
random distribution of charged impurities located at the
terface, and subband form-factor effects have been inclu
in both calculations equivalently. The inset showsr(T) on
an expanded temperature scale.

In Fig. 4 we show similar comparisons between the c
culated fullr(T) and the asymptotic analytic approximatio
for 2D GaAs holes and electrons in their experimentally r
evant density regimes of interest. For these two systems
show results for two different impurity scattering mech
nisms for the sake of completeness~also for the sake of
consistency with the experimental GaAs systems where
terface charged impurity scattering is typically less import
than in Si MOSFET’s!. In particular, we give results for sca
tering by a uniform random distribution of~unintentional!
background ionized impurities~which are invariably presen
and are usually the dominant scattering centers in the G
samples of the highest mobilities! and by remote charge
dopants~assumed to be randomly distributed in a 2D pla
separated a modulation distance ofd from the 2D electron
layer!, the so-called modulation doped situation. It is obvio
from Fig. 4 that 2Dn-GaAs system not only has the weake
temperature dependence but also exhibits essentially no
linear temperature regime. This is consistent with the v
weak screening properties~and large values ofEF) of 2D

FIG. 3. r(T) for a Si-MOSFET with densityn556.0, 12.0,
7.031010 cm22 ~from the bottom!. Solid lines indicate the full RPA
screening theory, dashed lines the asymptotic approximations
only the linear term, and dot-dashed lines with both theO(T) and
O(T3/2) terms. For clarity we use offset by 0.5 for lower densitie
The inset showsr(T) on an expanded temperature scale.
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n-GaAs because of its very low band effective mass. The
importance of the actual random impurity distribution in t
system~usually not known and has to be inferred from
comparison of the transport data with theoretical calculati
assuming specific impurity distributions! in affecting ~both
qualitatively and quantitatively! the r(T) behavior is appar-
ent in the results of Fig. 4: The strongest temperature dep
dence arises in the situation where the charged impurities
randomly distributed in the 2D layer of the carriers and t
weakestT dependence arises in the modulation doped sit
tion ~particularly for densities low enough so that 2kFd
>1) with the interface disorder case being intermedia
This dependence on the details of disorder is easily un
stood within the screening theory by considering the role
2kF scattering in transport: Modulation doping with 2kFd
>1 essentially completely suppresses large momentumkF
scattering even at low temperatures because of thee22kFd

term in the form factor drastically reducing the temperatu
dependence due to screened impurity scattering whe
charged impurities distributed randomly in the 2D lay
maximizes 2kF scattering for a given system. The interactio

FIG. 4. Calculatedr(T) as a function oft5T/TF ~a! for p-GaAs
with densityn521.8, 5.45, 1.3631010 cm22 ~from the bottom! and
~b! for n-GaAs with densityn56.1, 1.5, 0.383109 cm22 ~from the
bottom! by considering only scattering from a uniform random d
tribution of ionized impurities in the quantum well. Solid lines in
dicate the full RPA screening results, dashed lines the asymp
approximations with only the linear term, and dot-dashed lines w
both theO(T) andO(T3/2) terms. Offset by 0.5 for lower densitie
is used. The inset in~a! showsr(T) for charged impurities at inter-
face. The inset in~b! showsr(T) for scattering by remote charge
dopants atd5100 Å ~solid lines! andd5300 Å ~dashed lines! on
an expanded temperature scale.
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METALLICITY AND ITS LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 195305 ~2004!
theory of Zalaet al.21 had to make the drastic approximatio
of a zero-range white-noise impurity disorder potential, th
drastically~and artificially! enhancing the 2kF scattering. In
real systems, other things being equal~i.e., the mobility, the
density, and the 2D system!, there would be a strong depen
dence of the detailed behavior ofr(T) on the actual random
impurity distribution in the system through the form-fact
effect. ~Note that the low-T asymptotic linear formula doe
not depend on the impurity distribution or on the range
disorder scattering, but its temperature regime of valid
may very well depend on the nature of scattering in the
system.!

IV. SOLID-STATE PHYSICS EFFECTS: QUASI-2D LAYER
WIDTH AND BARE IMPURITY POTENTIAL RANGE

We now discuss the quantitative significance of vario
solid-state physics effects on the 2D metallicity. The spec
effects we discuss are the quasi-2D nature of the semi
ductor layers under consideration and the nature of bare
purity disorder~i.e., long range versus short range! in deter-
mining the temperature dependence of 2D resistivity.~Both
of these effects are ignored in Ref. 21. The inclusion of
quasi-2D form-factor effect in the interaction theory
straightforward, but the inclusion of long-ranged bare dis
der, e.g., charged impurity scattering, in the interact
theory is nontrivially difficult.! In Fig. 5 we compare the

FIG. 5. The calculated pure-2D~dashed lines! and quasi-2D
~solid lines! temperature-dependent resistivity for screened b
charge impurity scattering~a! for Si-MOSFET with n510, 20
31010 cm22, ~b! for p-GaAs withp52.0, 5.031010 cm22, and~c!
for n-GaAs withn50.5, 1.031010 cm22. The lower lines represen
higher densities.
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calculated 2D and quasi-2D temperature-dependent resi
ity for screened bulk charge impurity scattering, finding th
the metallicity is substantially overestimated in the stric
two-dimensional approximation. Thus, it is essential to
clude the quasi-2D nature of the semiconductor system
order to obtain quantitatively accurate temperature dep
dence although the 2D approximation is qualitatively corre

In Fig. 6 we show a comparison between the results c
culated for realistic long-range charged impurity scatter
and hypothetical short-ranged-function~in real space! impu-
rity scattering~both equivalently screened by the finite tem
perature RPA dielectric function of the 2D carriers!. We point
out that the dominant disorder in 2D semiconductor syste
arises from long-range~Coulomb! charged impurity scatter
ing. In Fig. 6, the calculated temperature dependence is
viously substantially stronger for short-range bare disorde
is important to emphasize in this context that the leadi
order asymptotic dependence ofnr/r0 on T/TF is indepen-
dent of the range of the bare disorder since it depends@see
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# on the electron-impurity interaction onl
through Ve-i(2kF), i.e., through the constant~momentum
space! impurity potential defined at the wave vectorq
52kF , making long- and short-range bare disorder co
pletely equivalent for the low-temperature asymptotic te
perature dependence. On the other hand, the full tempera
dependence depicted in our Fig. 6 manifestly demonstr
that, except at the lowest values oft5T/TF<0.1, the actual

k
FIG. 6. The calculated temperature-dependent resistivities

realistic long-range charged impurity scattering~solid lines! and for
hypothetical short-ranged-function impurity scattering~dashed
lines! ~a! for Si-MOSFET with n510, 2031010 cm22, ~b! for
p-GaAs with p52.0, 5.031010 cm22, and ~c! for n-GaAs with n
50.5, 1.031010 cm22. The lower lines represent higher densitie
5-7
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S. DAS SARMA AND E. H. HWANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195305 ~2004!
temperature-dependent resistivity depends quite significa
on the range of bare disorder with short-range bare diso
providing substantially stronger temperature depende
than the long-range Coulomb disorder due to rand
charged impurity scattering. Since we have already argue
Sec. III that the asymptotic linear temperature depende
does not really apply, except at extremely low temperatu
~or high carrier densities!, the range of impurity disorde
potential takes on special significance in the theoret
analyses.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Although the primary goal of this article is to establis
and clarify certain theoretical principles~e.g., the validity of
the asymptotic low-temperature expansion, the strength
metallicity as reflected in theq0 , t0 scaling behavior, the
importance of various realistic solid-state physics effe
such as the long-range versus the short-range nature o
bare impurity disorder potential or the quasi-2D nature of
semiconductor systems of experimental interest! within the
RPA-Boltzmann theory of 2D carrier transport in semico
ductor systems, it is important to ask about the empiri
validity of the zeroth-order RPA-Boltzmann theory in th
context of the large amount of the available temperatu
dependent 2D transport experimental data. We have in
carried out a number of comparisons between our theory
the experimentally measured temperature-dependent res
ity in several different 2D systems of curre
interest.12–16,23,25–27It is important in this context to remem
ber that such comparisons between experiment and theo
necessarily qualitative in nature since the experimental d
even in the same material system, show strong sampl
sample variations, and the measuredr(T,n) in different Si
MOS systems~or for that matter, in differentn-GaAs or
p-GaAs systems! often have significantly different quantita
tive ~and sometimes even qualitative! dependence on tem
perature and carrier density. This is understandable since
ferent samples in general may have significantly differ
bare disorder potential and system parameters, and ther
a universal quantitative behavior ofr(T,n) cannot be ex-
pected~since there is no universal quantitative behavior
the experimental data themselves!.

The important question therefore is the extent to whic
particular theory explains the qualitative behavior of the o
servedr(T,n) in 2D systems. The RPA-Boltzmann theo
discussed in this paper is unique in this respect since it is
only theory which is capable of producing the full temper
ture and density dependent 2D resistivity which can, in pr
ciple, be compared with the experimental data. The theor
still not uniquely defined since all the system paramet
~e.g., effective mass, depletion charge density, the pre
metallic carrier density, etc.! are never really accuratel
known, and more importantly, the detailed quantitative
rametrization of the bare disorder potential is never availa
for any sample. In general, there could be many indepen
sources for the bare disorder~e.g., bulk and interface charge
impurities, surface roughness, remote impurities, interva
scattering, phonons, alloy scattering!, and with a sufficient
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number of adjustable free parameters characterizing diffe
kinds of disorder assumed to exist in a system one may v
well be able to obtain essentially complete~but, meaning-
less! agreement with experimental data for any particu
sample.

With all these caveats in mind we carry out a comparis
between our theory and a recent set of experimental da22

for r(T,n) in a Si MOS system. The specific sample w
choose for this comparison is the Si-22 sample@see Fig. 1~a!
of Ref. 22# with a quoted ‘‘peak mobility’’ of
33 000 cm2/V s. In Ref. 22 a series ofr(T) curves, forT
'0.5 K–5.0 K, are presented for this sample in the 2D c
rier density range ofn5(5.7–35.7)31011 cm22 with the
typical resistivity values spanning between 0.002h/e2 to
0.02h/e2. The temperature induced fractional change
r(T) in this 0.5–5.0 K temperature window spans betwee
few percent at higher densities to about 35% at the low
densities. Visually ther(T) curves of Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 22
corresponding to the Si-22 sample all seem to obey
asymptotic linear temperature dependence although, in g
eral, there is significant deviation from linearityboth at the
lowest (<0.5 K) and at the highest (<5 K) temperatures.

In Figs. 7 and 8 we show our calculatedr(T,n) for the
Si-22 sample22 within the RPA-Boltzmann transport theor
assuming screened disorder scattering. In Fig. 7~a! we show
the calculated RPA-Boltzmann resistivity, assuming only
terface~or oxide! charged impurity scattering, for all the den
sities corresponding to Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 22. The results
shown here look qualitatively similar to the experimen
data @cf. Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 22# except that the temperatur
dependence is somewhat weaker in the theory. In Fig. 7~b!
we show the theoretical results,r(T) with T50.25–6 K, for
six representative carrier densitiesn55.7, 6.9, 8.7, 11.7,
16.5, 35.731011 cm22 ~top to bottom in Fig. 7! using impu-
rity scattering as the only resistive mechanism in the syst
comparing the quasi-2D realistic situation and a long-ran
bare impurity potential with the idealized 2D situation and
short-range bare impurity potential. The two sets of cal
lated results in Fig. 7 corresponding to the realistic quasi-
system ~with finite 2D layer thickness, semiconducto
insulator dielectric mismatch, etc.! with long-range bare
Coulomb impurities randomly distributed at the interfa
~dashed lines! and the ideal zero-thickness 2D layer appro
mation with zero-ranged-function potentialbare impurity
scatterers~the model, for example, of Ref. 21! providing the
resistive scattering mechanism~solid lines!. We note several
important features of the results presented in Fig. 7:~1! The
theoretical results forr(T) appear to be approximately linea
in T for all the carrier densities, being qualitatively ve
similar to the experimental data shown in Fig. 1~a! of Ref.
22; ~2! in spite of this qualitative linearity ofr(T), the actual
curves are nonlinear except at the highest densities;~3! an
approximate measure~actually a lower bound! of this non-
linearity is the difference between the solid and dashed li
in Fig. 7 since the slopes of the two lines are thesamein the
T→0 limit where both are strictly linear inT/TF as dis-
cussed above in Sec. III;~4! the calculated results, while
being qualitatively similar to the data,22 disagree quantita-
tively with experiment with the quantitative disagreeme
5-8
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METALLICITY AND ITS LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 195305 ~2004!
increasing with decreasing carrier density;~5! theunrealistic
strictly 2D approximation with zero-ranged-function bare
disorder potential~solid lines in Fig. 7! actually agrees much
betterwith the experimental data than the realistic quasi-
calculation with charged Coulomb impurity scattering as
bare disorder~dashed lines! since the experimental data o
Ref. 22 showsstronger temperature dependence quant
tively than the theoretical results of Fig. 7~again this is con-
sistent with the discussion of Sec. IV above whe
d-function bare impurity disorder and/or strict 2D approx
mation turns out to give much stronger temperature dep
dence than the realistic quasi-2D system with charged C
lomb scattering!—we emphasize, however, that bo
the solid and the dashed lines have the same slope in
T/TF→0 limit reinforcing the lack of linearity in ther(T)
behavior.

To go beyond the qualitative agreement with experim
depicted in Fig. 7, we consider in Fig. 8 amore realistic
situation taking into account, in addition to the charged C
lombic impurity disorder, the surface roughness scattering
the Si-SiO2 interface which has been known for a very lon

FIG. 7. ~a! Calculatedr(T,n) within the RPA-Boltzmann trans
port theory assuming only interface charged impurity scattering,
all the densities corresponding to Fig. 1~a! ~Si-22 sample! in Ref.
22. ~b! Calculatedr(T,n) with long-range Coulomb impurities ran
domly distributed at the interface~dashed lines! and the ideal zero-
thickness 2D layer approximation with zero-ranged-function po-
tential bare impurity scatterers~solid lines! for six representative
carrier densitiesn55.7, 6.9, 8.7, 11.7, 16.5, 35.731011 cm22 ~top
to bottom!.
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time18 to be the dominant scattering mechanism affect
carrier transport in Si MOSFET’s at relatively ‘‘higher’’ car
rier densities whence the 2D electron gas resides rather c
to the Si-SiO2 interface making the roughness scattering
be significant. We include the surface roughness scatterin
our theory in the standard manner,18 screening it within the
RPA theory similar to the charged impurity scatterin

r

FIG. 8. Calculatedr(T) for three carrier densities~a! n521.3
31011 cm22, ~b! n510.531011 cm22, ~c! n55.731011 cm22, in-
cluding realistic surface roughness and interface~oxide! charged
impurity scattering. In~c! the thin ~thick! solid line represents the
result using the band effective mass~the measured effective mas
from Ref. 24!. HereD is the average displacement of the interfa
and L is of the order of the range of its spatial variation in th
direction parallel to the surface.
5-9
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S. DAS SARMA AND E. H. HWANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195305 ~2004!
theory.19 In Figs. 8~a!–8~c! we show our calculatedr(T) for
three representative carrier densities~all for the Si-22 sample
of Ref. 22! n55.7, 10.5, 21.331011 cm22 including realistic
surface roughness and interface~oxide! charged impurity
scattering. At higher densities the quantitative agreement
tween the realistic calculations~solid lines! including both
charged impurity and surface roughness scattering and
experimental data is very good whereas at the lower den
(5.731011 cm22) the agreement is systematically poorer
higher temperatures where the theory consistently under
mates the experimental temperature dependence. Howev
we use the actual density dependent effective mass meas
in the experiment rather than the band mass, we obtain m
better agreement between our result and the experime
data at low densities. In Fig. 8~c! we show our calculated
resistivity ~thick solid line! using the measured effectiv
mass taken from Ref. 24. We note, however, that the ef
tive mass renormalization~and its effect on transport! is a
rather subtle issue, and, in spite of the excellent quantita
agreement obtained in Fig. 8~c! using the experimentally
measured density dependent effective mass, it is unc
whether the band mass or the renormalized mass shoul
used in our RPA-Boltzmann transport theory.

The quantitative agreement shown in Fig. 8 can be furt
improved by includingbulk charged impurity scattering du
to random ionized impurity centers in the semiconductor m
terial itself, whose relative importance increases at low
densities as the 2D electrons reside on the average m
deeply inside Si~and away from the interface!. If we include
in addition scattering byneutral impurities~with short-range
bare impurity potential in contrast to the long-range b
impurity potential arising from the charged impurities!, we
can essentially obtain quantitative agreement between th
and experiment by suitably adjusting the relative impur
densities among oxide charged impurities, bulk ionized
purities, and neutral short-range impurities~in addition, of
course, to short-range surface roughness scattering!. But
such a parametrized quantitative agreement between th
and experiment is essentially a device simulation exer
and is completely meaningless from the perspective of
fundamental physics of 2D carrier systems, since it does
tell us anything more than what the results of Figs. 7 an
already tell us. The important point to realize here is t
even the qualitatively valid results of Fig. 7 already show
same level ofquantitative agreement between the RPA
Boltzmann theory and the Si-22 data of Ref. 22 as the ex
ing agreement among the experimental data from differen
MOSFET samples at same densities and temperatures—
can be easily seen just by comparing to the data in Fig.~a!
of Ref. 22 corresponding to the Si-22 sample with those
Fig. 1~b!, 1~c! of Ref. 22 corresponding to the Si-15 samp
~in fact, sample to sample variations in the observedr(T,n)
in various Si MOSFET’s are typically much larger than t
quantitative agreement we find without adjusting any para
eters in Fig. 8!. Our results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 als
reinforce the real danger of insisting just on ‘‘explaining
theoretically the low-temperature slope of the resistiv
~which automatically assumes a linear temperature dep
dence in both resistivity and conductivity! as has been fash
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ionable in the recent experimental work11,22motivated by the
asymptotic low-temperature analysis of the interact
theory.21 As Figs. 7 and 8 explicitly demonstrate, an agre
ment between theory and experiment ondr/dT in the T
→0 limit is absolutely no guarantee for a quantitative agr
ment between theory and experiment in a reasonable t
perature range. Finally, we point out that the unrealistic id
2D approximation and bare zero-range disorder poten
misleadingly provides ‘‘better’’ quantitative agreement b
tween theory and experiment, which of course does not m
anything about the physics of 2D carrier systems. We a
note in this context that the quantitative agreement betw
the RPA-Boltzmann theory and the low-density experimen
data can be substantially improved12 by assuming an effec
tive lower density for thefree carriers~participating in me-
tallic transport! than the nominal 2D carrier density, which
equivalent to invoking a lower effective Fermi temperatu
for the system~this could also arise from an enhanced effe
tive mass at lower densities as has been experimentally
served!, thus effectively enhancing the theoretical tempe
ture dependence.

It is instructive to separate on the possible reasons for
systematic deviation of the experimentalr(T) from the
RPA-Boltzmann theory at lower densities (<531011

cm22) and moderate temperatures (>2 K). There are two
general possibilities: limitation or shortcomings of the RP
Boltzmann theoretical scheme and the participation of s
tering mechanisms left out of our model. The RP
Boltzmann transport theory is obviously quite approxima
since it is fundamentally semiclassical in nature leaving
all interaction, localization, and quantum interference effec
It is, however, difficult to understand why these effects~i.e.,
localization, interaction, interference!, which are left out of
the RPA-Boltzmann transport theory, would become qua
tatively more important at higher temperatures. In fact, qu
tum effects should be progressively weaker asT/TF in-
creases, and therefore the systematic underestimation o
experimentalr(T) in our RPA-Boltzmann theory is very un
likely to arise from the theoretical approximations of o
model. We believe that the systematic apparent disagreem
between experiment and theory at higher temperatures
lower densities in Fig. 8, if real, must arise from a missi
scattering mechanism~neglected in our model! which takes
on significance at higher temperatures. Such additio
~high-temperature! scattering may be due to intervalley sca
tering in Si and/or surface/oxide phonon modes not includ
in our theory.

In discussing the theoretical approximations of our mo
it is important to emphasize, particularly in the context of t
results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for comparison with the d
of Ref. 22, that the leading-order single-site scattering
proximation used in our theory is quite accurate since
typical values of ‘‘kFl ’’ ~wherekF andl are, respectively, the
Fermi wave vector and the carrier mean free path! are rather
large for the results depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. It is easy
show that for a 2D systemkFl 5s̃/gn , wheres̃[s/(e2/h)
is the dimensionless conductance of the 2D system. For
results of Ref. 22, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 of our paper,kFl
is typically 100 or higher, making the single-site approxim
5-10
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tion well valid. Thus, we do not believe that higher-ord
impurity scattering effects~or localization effects! are impor-
tant in the regime of density and temperature covered in
Figs. 7 and 8. Obviously, at lower densities, near the crit
density for the metal-insulator transition~where kFl<1),
higher-order impurity scattering effects become very imp
tant, and our simple RPA-Boltzmann theory breaks down

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have carried out a critical comparison between the
r(T) calculated within the RPA-Boltzmann theory and
asymptotic (T/TF→0) linear-T approximation, finding that
the linear approximation strictly applies only at very lo
temperatures, typicallyT/TF,0.05, at least within the RPA
screening theory. In addition, we have provided a qualita
explanation, based on our approximate findingnr(T,n)
'nr(t,q0) wheret[T/TF andq0[qTF/2kF , for the rela-
tive strength of metallicity in various 2D systems~showing
in the process that the dimensionless screening parameteq0,
andnot the dimensionless interaction parameterr s , provides
a better zeroth-order qualitative description for the metal
ity trend in various materials!. We have also carried out
detailed analysis ofr(T,n) in the strictly 2D limit ~i.e., with
the subband form factorf [1) and using short-range bar
disorder. The strictly 2D results are in general quantitativ
incorrect showing a more prominent linear low-T regime and
manifesting much stronger metallicity than the realis
quasi-2D results. Similarly, the short-range bare disor
manifests stronger temperature dependence than the rea
charged impurity scattering case although they both have
same leading-order temperature dependence. We have
carried out our theoretical transport calculations~not pre-
sented in this paper! including local-field corrections to 2D
screening by going beyond RPA~which is exact only in the
high density or in the high-temperature limit!. Our results
with local-field corrections are qualitatively very similar
the RPA screening results presented in this paper except
the temperature dependence ofr(T) is in general somewha
weaker. We restrict ourselves to presenting only RPA scre
ing results because there is no unanimity in the literat
about the best possible local-field corrections and also
cause the temperature dependence of local-field effects a
general unknown. We point out that recent experiments
tempting to verify the interaction theory11,22,23have produced
conflicting results mainly because a clear linear-T regime in
conductivity satisfyingTD!T!TF seems not to exist in low
density metallic 2D systems~as we explicitly show for the
screening theory results in this paper! in any experimentally
accessible range of the low-T data. One should therefore b
extremely careful in applying any leading-order asympto
temperature expansion to the 2D resistivity in analyzing
perimental data.

This caution in comparing 2D transport data with the
teraction theory21 is particularly warranted in view of the
minimal necessary~but by no means sufficient! conditions
that must be satisfied for such a comparison to be mean
ful: ~1! The weak temperature constraintTD!T!TF must be
obeyed so as to be in the low-temperature ballistic limit a
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phonon scattering must be negligible;~2! a clear linear tem-
perature dependence in the low-temperature conducti
~not resistivity! s(T)5s0@11C1(T/TF)#, where the slope
C1 depends on density, must be observed over areasonable
~a decade or more! range of temperature satisfying the ba
listic constraintTD!T!TF ; ~3! the actual temperature de
pendent conductivity correction,Ds/s05us(T)2s0u/s0,
must be very small (Ds/s0!1) for the leading-order inter-
action theory to be applicable. This set of necessary co
tions is sufficiently restrictive so that no 2D transport expe
ment actually satisfies all three conditions except at v
high carrier densities where the RPA-Boltzmann theory gi
quantitatively accurate results.27

Before concluding we discuss the experimental releva
of our (q0 ,t) scaling prediction and the theoretical relevan
~or validity! of our RPA screening approximation. A curso
examination of the available 2D transport data shows t
our predicted scaling ofDr/r0 with the parametersq0
5qTF/2kF and t5T/TF works on a qualitative level as
zeroth-order description for GaAs electrons and holes,
also for electrons in Si MOS but only at low values ofT/TF
(<0.2). At higher temperatures phonon scattering becom
significant13,16,23 in 2D GaAs systems whereas in Si MO
structures, where phonon effects should be negligible,
temperature dependence of resistivity at lower metallic d
sities becomes stronger than our prediction for reasons
clear to us. We note that this systematic underestimation
experimental temperature dependence ofr(T,n) at lower
~higher! values ofn ~T! in the RPA scattering theory is un
likely to be arising from the interaction effects considered
Ref. 21 since the disagreement arises in the nonasymp
regime of T/TF>0.2 where the experimentalr(T,n) is
manifestly nonlinear inT/TF making the theory of Ref. 21
inapplicable. We can speculate several possible reason
this unusually strong temperature dependence of Si MO
FET’s: ~1! Somehow the effective Fermi temperature~and
the Fermi wave vector! in the system could be smaller tha
the nominal Fermi temperature~or the Fermi wave vector!
obtained on the basis of~100! Si inversion layer band mas
and measured carrier density~leading to enhanced values o
q0 and/ort)—for example, the effective mass could be larg
due to renormalization or the effective free carrier dens
smaller~e.g., due to trapping by interface defects!; ~2! there
could be additional scattering mechanisms~e.g., intersub-
band scattering between different valleys in Si, which wou
be enhanced at higher temperatures! not included in our
theory;~3! RPA could be failing systematically at higher va
ues ofT/TF ~this is an unlikely scenario since RPA shou
become a better approximation at higherT/TF values, and
going beyond RPA including local-field corrections does n
help in this respect!.

We note that we have ignored in this work any dampi
correction to the RPA screening function arising from t
impurity scattering effect. In particular, forT!TD the
temperature-induced thermal suppression of 2kF screening,
which is crucial in producing the strong temperature dep
dence of resistivity19 at low temperature, becomes com
pletely ineffective since collisional broadening or dampi
effects induced by impurity scattering already suppres
5-11
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screening atq52kF . Therefore, forT!TD we expect the
2D resistivityr(T) to become essentially independent~or a
very weak sublinear function! of temperature. This is, in fact
precisely the experimental observation—the strong~and of-
ten approximately linear! temperature dependence of th
low-temperature resistivity almost always shows a satura
at very low temperatures forT!TD . This damping or broad-
ening induced screening suppression forT!TD has a more
subtle effect also. At low carrier densitiesTF is low andTD
is typically high since scattering effect is strong at low de
sity; therefore at very low densities, a metallic 2D syste
may not manifest strong metallicity because the damp
induced low-temperature saturation ofr(T) will be more
important asTD approachesTF at low densities. This effec
is also consistent with experimental observations. We h
discussed elsewhere12 the damping correction to screening
some details in the context of the 2D metal-imulato
transition ~MIT ! phenomenon. In this article we have r
stricted ourselves mostly to discussing the ballisticT@TD
regime of 2D metallicity, and as such, we have decided
ignore the damping correction. The other reason for ignor
the damping correction is that the precise Dingle tempera
valueTD to be used in the theory is unknown, and therefo
it introduces an unknown free parameter which we wish
avoid. Also, our purpose of comparison with the interact
theory of Zalaet al.21 is not well served by having the damp
ing correction since the interaction theory has been explic
developed for the ballistic regime. We do mention, howev
that introducing a Dingle temperature induced damping c
rection to the RPA screening function will, in general, redu
the overall temperature dependence of our calculated re
tivity with the low-temperature (T!TD) resistivity showing
an approximate saturation behavior.12

We emphasize that the screening theory produces ex
lent qualitative agreement with the existing experimen
data and provides a good zeroth-order (q0 ,t) scaling descrip-
tion, which is all one should expect from the simple Drud
Boltzmann RPA-screening theory for a strong-coupling~i.e.,
low carrier density! problem. The question of how valid
Boltzmann theory is for understanding 2D metallicity is
difficult question to answer. A serious problem in this resp
is the fact that this is the only quantitative theory that exi
in the literature for studying 2D metallicity, and therefore
validity can only be judgeda posteriorithrough an empirical
comparison with the experimental data.~There is simply no
competing alternative quantitative theory in this proble
making the discussion of the validity of the RPA-Boltzma
theory somewhat meaningless—we emphasize in this c
text that the interaction theory of Ref. 21 is not an alternat
theory, it is an extension of the RPA theory to incorpora
higher-order quantum interaction corrections within nec
sarily a highly restrictive model; the interaction theory a
plies only when the temperature correction to conductivity
very small and linear.! We believe that the RPA screenin
description should be qualitatively well valid in this proble
as long as the dominant disorder in the 2D semicondu
systems arises from long-ranged random charged impu
scattering~as is the case here at low carrier densities!. This is
because RPA is a physically motivated approximation, le
19530
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ing to the screening of the long-ranged Coulomb scatter
potential to a short-ranged screened disorder. The appr
mation becomes exact only in the limit of high density a
high temperature, but the 2D metallicity manifests itself on
for finite values ofT/TF ~i.e., for T/TF extremely smallr
does not show strongT dependence!! and as such, RPA
should be a reasonable description. We believe that the
actness of RPA in ther s→0 limit has been overemphasize
in the literature—RPA remains a qualitatively accurate d
scription of metallic systems even for large values ofr s ~par-
ticularly at finiteT/TF) as long as there is no quantum pha
transition to a non-Fermi-liquid phase. The 2D met
insulator-transition~2D MIT! being essentially a ‘‘high-
temperature’’ phenomenon, RPA, in our opinion, is a reas
able description. The fact that our calculated transport res
change little by including local-field corrections~beyond
RPA! further reinforces the qualitative validity of RPA to th
problem. It should, however, be emphasized that like a
other~nonperturbative! uncontrolled approximation~e.g., dy-
namic mean field theory~DMFT!, local-density approxima-
tion! the quantitative accuracy of RPA is difficult to ascerta
from a purely theoretical viewpoint. One advantage of t
RPA-Boltzmann minimal transport model adopted in o
work is that transport calculations can be carried out for
bitrary temperatures and carrier densities with concrete c
parisons with experimental data. We have carried out
such comparison with a recent experiment22 in this paper
~Sec. V!, and earlier comparisons exist in th
literature.14–16,19,23,26,27The general conclusion one can dra
from these comparisons is that the RPA-Boltzmann theor
a reasonably successfulzeroth-ordermodel for 2D transport
properties, providing a qualitative~and intuitively appealing!
explanation for the strong 2D metallicity at low carrier de
sities. As a quantitative theory, however, it is not very su
cessful at lower densities~which is not unexpected!, andad
hoc theoretical refinements~e.g., assuming a lower effectiv
carrier density or larger effective mass! may be needed for
obtaining quantitative agreement with low-density 2D tran
port data. The systematic quantitative deviation of t
leading-order RPA-Boltzmann theory from the experimen
data on low-density 2D metallic systems could arise from
large number of effects left out of this zeroth-order theo
which take on significance as the carrier density is lower
such as higher-order~beyond screening! interaction correc-
tions, higher-order impurity scattering effects, possible loc
ization corrections, and various additional scattering p
cesses left out of the theory~e.g., intervalley scattering, bulk
impurity scattering, etc.!. What is surprising is not that the
zeroth-order RPA-Boltzmann theory becomes systematic
quantitatively unreliable at lower carrier densities, but t
fact that this minimal leading-order theory provides such
excellent qualitative description of the observed 2D metal
ity @for example, by explaining the strong variation
Dr(T,n)/r0 in various systems as arising from the diffe
ence in theq0 , t values# at all densities and a good quant
tative description at higher densities. This is particularly s
nificant in view of the early suggestions made in t
literature in the context of the 2D metal-insulator transiti
physics that the strong 2D metallic behavior must be aris
5-12
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METALLICITY AND ITS LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 195305 ~2004!
from some exotic non-Fermi-liquid ground state of the s
tem at low carrier densities. It is now manifestly clear th
the apparent 2D metallic behavior arises from stand
Fermi-liquid corrections involved in the interplay of intera
tion and disorder with screened effective disorder aris
from the temperature-dependent screening of rand
charged impurities in the system being the main qualita
source for the strong temperature-dependent 2D resisti
This high-temperature consequences of the RPA-Boltzm
transport theory for 2D carrier systems are discussed in
companion publication26 with the current manuscript focus
ing entirely on the low-temperature transport properties.
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APPENDIX

The carrier resistivityr in our theory is given by

r5
m

ne2^t&
, ~A1!

wherem is the carrier effective mass, and the energy av
aged transport relaxation time^t& is given in the Boltzmann
theory by

^t&5

E dEt~E!ES 2
] f

]ED
E dEES 2

] f

]ED , ~A2!

where t(E) is the energy dependent relaxation time, a
f (E) is the carrier~Fermi! distribution function. AtT50,
f (E)[u(EF2E), whereEF is the Fermi energy, and the
^t&[t(EF) giving the familiar result s[r21

5ne2t(EF)/m. The Fermi energy for a 2D system is give
by EF5pn\2/(gvm)[kBTF , where a spin degeneracy of
has been assumed, andgv is the valley degeneracy of the 2
system@gv51 for GaAs;gv52 for Si ~100! MOSFET’s#.

We calculate the impurity ensemble averaged relaxa
time t(E) due to elastic disorder scattering in the Born a
proximation:

1

t~Ek!
5

2p

\ (
a,k8

E
2`

`

dzNi
(a)~z!uu(a)~k2k8;z!u2

3~12cosukk8!d~Ek2Ek8!, ~A3!

whereE(k)5\2k2/2m is the 2D carrier energy for 2D wav
vectork; ukk8 is the scattering angle between carrier scat
ing wave vectorsk and k8; the delta functiond(Ek2Ek8)
assures energy conservation for elastic scattering du
charged impurities where the screened scattering potenti
denoted byu(a)(q;z) with q[k2k8 as the 2D scattering
wave vector andz is the quantization or the confineme
direction normal to the 2D layer. The quantityNi

(a)(z) in Eq.
~A3! denotes the 3D charged impurity density~with the z
19530
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dependence reflecting a possible impurity distribution! of the
ath kind with a representing the various possible types
impurities which may be present in 2D semiconductor str
tures. For example,a could denote charged impurities~or
interface roughness! located at the interface~e.g., Si-SiO2
interface for MOSFET’s, GaAs-AlGaAs interface for GaA
heterostructures and quantum wells! or impurities in the 2D
layer itself or remote charged impurities inside the insula
~which could nevertheless scatter the 2D carriers by virtue
the long-range nature of Coulomb scattering!. It is, for ex-
ample, known that in low-density Si inversion layers t
dominant scattering arises from the charged impurities
cated at the Si-SiO2 interface. In general, however, the di
tribution of scattering centers in 2D semiconductor syste
is not known, and has to be inferred from a careful compa
son between experimental transport data and theoretical
culations assuming various kinds of scatters. Fortunately
our purpose, this lack of precise knowledge of the charg
impurity distribution is not a crucial issue since, on the qua
tative level of our interest, all of them give rise to stron
temperature dependence of the resistivity provided the
rier density is low enough—the temperature dependenc
the strongest when the impurities are distributed in the b
of the 2D layer~bulk impurities! and goes down as the im
purities are located further~remote impurities! from the layer
inside the insulator. In our calculation presented in this pa
we typically assumes only one kind of scatters parametri
by a single impurity density to keep the number of para
eters a minimum—this impurity density essentially sets
overall scale of resistivity in our results. We emphasize t
we can obtain good qualitative agreement with almost all
existing 2D MIT experimental data by choosing three diffe
ent kinds of charged impurities~i.e., interface, remote, and
bulk! parametrized by a few reasonable parameters, but
do not see much point in this data fitting-type endeavor.

The screened impurity potentialu(a)(q;z)[u(a)(q;z) is
given by

u(a)~q;z![@e~q!#21Vimp
(a)~q;z!, ~A4!

whereVimp
(a) is the bare potential due to a charged impur

and e(q) is the carrier dielectric function screening the im
purity potential. The bare potential is given by

Vimp
(a)~q;z!5

2pZ(a)e2

k̄q
F imp

(a)~q;z!, ~A5!

where Z(a) is the impurity charge strength,k̄ is the back-
ground~static! lattice dielectric constant, andF imp is a form
factor determined by the location of the impurity and t
subband wave functionc(z) defining the 2D confinement
~We do not show the explicit form of the form-factorF imp
here except to note that it reduces toF imp5e2qd for a strictly
2D layer, whereuc(z)u25d(z), with d being the separation
of the impurity from the 2D layer—ford50, i.e., when the
impurity is in the layer,F imp51 in this pure 2D limit as one
would expect.!

The finite wave-vector dielectric screening function
written in the RPA as
5-13
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e~q!512v~q!P~q,T!, ~A6!

where v(q)5v2D(q) f (q) is the effective bare electron
electron ~Coulomb! interaction in the system withv2D(q)
52pe2/(k̄q) being the 2D Fourier transform of the usu
3D Coulomb potential,e2/(k̄r ), and f (q) being the Cou-
lomb form factor arising from the subband wave functio
c(z):

f ~q!5
1

2E2`

`

dzE
2`

`

dz8uc~z!u2uc~z8!u2F S ks1k i

ks
De2quz2z8u

1S ks2k i

ks
De2quz1z8uG . ~A7!

The second term in Eq.~A7! arises from the image charg
effect due tok iÞks , wherek i andks are the lattice dielec-
tric constants of the insulator and the semiconductor, res
tively, @with k̄5(k i1ks)/2]. We note that in the strict 2D
limit, when uc(z)u25d(z), f (q)51.

The 2D irreducible finite-temperature~and finite wave
vector! polarizability functionP(q;T) is given by the non-
interacting polarizability~the irreducible ‘‘bubble’’! function
within RPA:

P~q,T!5
b

4E0

`

dm8
P~q;T50,m8!

cosh2
b

2
~m2m8!

, ~A8!

whereb[(kBT)21. In Eq. ~A8! P(q;T50,EF) is the zero-
temperature noninteracting static polarizability given by

P~q;T50,EF!5NFF12A12S 2kF

q D 2

u~q22kF!G ,
~A9!

whereNF5gvm/p is the density of states at Fermi energ
and kF5(2pn/gv)1/2 is the 2D Fermi wave vector. Th
chemical potentialm in Eq. ~A8! at finite temperatureT is
given by

m5
1

b
ln@211exp~bEF!#. ~A10!

We note that the integration in Eq.~A8! is over the dummy
variablem8 which is unrelated to the real Fermi energyEF of
ov

-
m
in
m
el
to
di

19530
c-

,

the system. For going beyond RPA one would rewrite
noninteracting polarizability functionP(q,T) to a model in-
teracting polarizability functionP int(q,T) which is written
as

P int~q,T!5
P~q,T!

12v~q!G~q,T!P~q,T!
, ~A11!

where P is the noninteracting polarizability function de
scribed above andG(q,T) is a suitable local-field correction
which approximately incorporates correction effects n
glected in RPA.

It is now straightforward to see that under the conditio
of strict 2D approximation, no remote impurity scatterin
only one kind of impurity scattering~i.e., only one value of
Zi and Ni characterizing the impurity scattering strength!,
and no local-field corrections the calculated resistiv
r(T,n) of the system expressed as the dimensionless q
tity r/r0 wherer0[r(T50) depends only on the variable
q0[qTF/2kF @with the 2D Tomas-Fermi wave vectorqTF

52gvme2/(k̄\2)] and t[T/TF , where

q0}gv
3/2m

k̄
n21/2, ~A12a!

t}T~gvm!n21. ~A12b!

For our fully realistic calculations~as well as for the experi-
mental system!, however, this scaling relation, i.e., an excl
sive (q0 ,t) dependence of resistivity, is violated due to t
quasi-2D nature of the system@i.e., uc(z)u2Þd(z)]; the pres-
ence of the insulator~i.e., ksÞk i); various types of impurity
distributions in the 2D layer, the interface, and in the insu
tor; local-field corrections, etc. We note that our calculati
assumes one subband occupancy, i.e., only the ground
subbandc(z) is considered in our work. At higher tempera
tures~and lower densities! other~excited! subbands may ge
occupied by carriers in which case one would have to ca
out a multisubband transport calculation including intersu
band scattering processes. Such a multisubband genera
tion of the Drude-Boltzmann formalism given above
straightforward, but the actual calculation ofr(T) becomes
extremely complicated in this situation, and has only be
attempted recently in one special case by us25 where we con-
sidered intersubband scattering between spin-split subb
in the valance band ofp-GaAs 2D hole systems.
.V.
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